Biology Homework for summer vacation 2019

Class XII
Q 1 Read and learn lessons taught to you. First 4 lessons.
Q 2 Read and try to understand lessons up to TERM 1.
Q 3 Practice the figures given in your book up to TERM1. Bring one on A4 size
page.
Q 4 Read and try to understand experiment given in your syllabus.(for term 1)
Q 5 Underline difficult words given in your lessons up to Term 1 , Find their
meanings and learn those.
Q 6 Search previous years board exam question papers ,read and arrange them
chapter wise.

Sub - Mathematics
CLASS 12TH (MATHS):1. DO ALL EXAMPLES OF MATRICES AND DETERMINANTS AND INVERSE TRIGONOMETRIC
FUNCTION IN FAIR NOTE BOOK.
2. LEARN ALL FORMULA OF TRIGONOMETRIC RELATED

Sub - Chemistry

Holiday home work for summer vacation
CLASS XII A&B
Sub -English
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Demonetisation scheme , launched recently ,will surely help to check the black money. Write
a debate in favour of ,or against ,the motion in 150-200 words.
Should home work be given to the students? Write a debate
You feel that the facilities for tourism can be improved in India. Write a letter to the Secretary
Department of Tourism of your state highlighting the need for improving facilities for tourists
to promote the same. Also suggest some facilities that can be provided.
An application for job.
Placing orders and cancelling them.
Complain about a recently purchased led TV.
Five articles on......ROLE OF MEDIA, WOMEN EMPOWERMENT, CHILD LABOUR, INDISCIPLINE
AMONG STUDENTS, LACK OF CIVIC SENSE.
Speech for morning assembly....puctuality, positive attitude, determination, role of youth in
nation building, communal harmony etc.
Four notices for school notice board.
Seven Advertisement of different types.
The electronic and print media has an advertisement galore. Most of these ads are
misleading and false. Should there be a check on what they claim? Draft an article in 150-200
words.
Write a Summary of the poem mother at sixty six and an elementary school in a slum.
Practice of note making should be done.
Parts of speech, revision and practice of tense.
Learn fifty idioms and phrases
Vocabulary enrichment, Antonyms, synonyms, one world substitution should be learnt by
heart.
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CLASS XII Sub- S.St. History
1-Prepare notes of each and every lesson of book 1- The themes of Indian history part 1 in your own
words.
2- Frame at least 100 questions, 25 from each chapter from the book 1- The themes of Indian history
part 1.
3- Collect information about the town planning and drainage system of Harappan valley civilization.
4- Write in detail about the sources of information and importance of the Mauryan Empire.

CLASS XII Sub- Eco

Summer vacation home work for XII class computer science
(Python )-083

Class: XII

Subject: CS (python )

1. Write a program to accepts two integers and print their sum.
2. Write a program that accepts radius of a circle and prints its area.
3. Write a program that inputs a student’s marks in three subjects (out of
100) and prints the percentage marks.
4. Write a program to compute area of square and triangle.
5. Write a program to compute simple interest.
6. Write a program to read two numbers and prints their quotient and
reminder.
7. Write a program to find whether a given number is even or odd?
8. Write a program to find largest among three integers.
9. Write a program to find lowest among three integers.
11. Program to perform arithmetic calculation using switch. This program
inputs two operands and an operator then displays the calculated result.
12. Program to print first n Natural numbers and their sum.
14. Program to check whether the given number is palindrome or not.
15. Write a program to print table of a given number.

